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Portable Mosquito Repellent Flextail Light Repel (Green)
Meet Flextail Light Repel - a modern, portable mosquito repellent, perfect for anyone who values peace and comfort while spending time
outdoors. With its lightweight design, universal design, and advanced technology, Light Repel becomes a reliable companion both during
evening gatherings on the terrace and during mountain expeditions. Discover its key features that ensure efficiency and ease of use.
 
Versatile Placement
Flextail  Light Repel is  designed with flexible usage in mind. You can easily place it  on a table or other flat  surface, making it  an ideal
solution for evenings in the garden. Its practical  design also allows for attachment to a backpack, which is invaluable during hiking or
camping trips.
 
Two Repellent Modes
This  device  offers  two  mosquito  repellent  modes  -  within  a  3-meter  radius  for  smaller  spaces  or  a  powerful  9-meter  range  for  larger
coverage. These options allow for adjusting the device's effectiveness to specific needs, providing protection in both tight and expansive
areas.
 
Innovative Activation Technology
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Light  Repel  uses  unique  technology  that  activates  the  repellent  using  heat  and  keeps  mosquitoes  away.  This  innovative  solution
enhances the device's effectiveness while maintaining its energy efficiency.
 
Two Heating Chambers
The  device  is  equipped  with  two  heating  chambers  located  on  both  sides,  allowing  for  the  choice  between  two-sided  or  one-sided
operation. This flexible approach enables optimal adaptation to different scenarios - whether it's relaxing in the garden or camping in the
forest.
 
Lightweight and Durable
It weighs only 23g, making Flextail Light Repel one of the lightest devices on the market. Additionally, its IP4 waterproof rating ensures
reliability even in challenging weather conditions. Thanks to the USB-C charging interface, charging is quick and convenient.
 
Included in the Set
Repellent x1
Type C Cable x1
Instruction Manual x1
 
Brand Flextail 
Model Light Repel 
Color Green 
Weight23g 
Range Approx. 3-9m 
Waterproof IP4 
Charging Interface USB-C

Price:

€ 26.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Other
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